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ABSTRACT  

Background 

Improvisation –a key to musical performance in genres like 

jazz, freestyle rap, and liturgical church music– is a complex 

musical skill that takes many years of intense practice to master. 

A previous study by Wopereis, Stoyanov, Kirschner, and Van 

Merriënboer (2013) suggests it requires a mixture of basic 

musical skill, creativity, affective involvement, regulation, 

responsivity, and risk-taking. These elements call for a high 

level of mastery and integration, without which there can be no 

acceptable, let alone high-class performance. 

Aims 

The aim of the present study is to reveal factors that affect 

successful and less successful improvisation expertise 

development (cf. Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993). 

Two questions were investigated: 1) How do expert musical 

improvisers develop their improvisational expertise? And 2) Is 

there a developmental difference between elite and semi-elite 

professionals? 

Method 

Participants were 11 professional piano players. All had 

studied jazz and improvised music at conservatories in the 

Netherlands or Belgium. Six participants were elite improvising 

pianists (n=6; Mage=45.3, SD=4.0; 1 Female), five were 

semi-elite (n=5; Mage=44.0, SD=5.8; 1 Female). Participants 

were matched on sex, age, and conservatory class. The two 

groups appeared not to differ in their perceived musical and 

improvisational identity development trajectories. 

Free narrative interviews were conducted asking the 

interviewees to describe their development as an improvising 

musician, following their timeline from birth till present. This 

timeline was presented on a large sheet of paper (594 mm × 841 

mm), and interviewees were invited to mark time and describe 

critical activities, incidents, and persons on the way to 

becoming their present musical personalities. Interviews took 

about one and a half hour (cf. Sosniak, 2006).  

To analyze the data a classification system was developed 

that included the following themes: skills and activities, 

knowledge base and other results, environment, self, and 

development. Within these categories processes of initiative, 

regulation, and support and feedback cycles could be discerned. 

Results 

The musicians passed through four main stages of 

development: (a) early years (basic musical skills); (b) 

introduction to jazz improvisation; (c) serious practice/focus on 

being a professional improvising musician; (d) being a 

professional (improvising) musician. Throughout these stages, 

both the elite and semi-elite musical improvisers (increasingly) 

engaged in intensive deliberate practice, play, and work. The 

early years of musical practice and play aimed at the acquisition 

of basic skills. Members of both groups for instance mentioned 

incidents that illustrate a remarkable development of aural skills 

during childhood (e.g., the ease to play music by ear in class). 

Radio broadcasts, recordings, and (home) concerts were 

marked as events that incited interest in musical improvisation. 

Especially the elite referred to such ‘critical incidents’ as trigger 

to enter jazz education at municipal music schools. All but one 

of the members of this group started formal jazz education 

between age 10 and 15. Deliberate practice increased during 

subsequent years in high school and accumulated after the 

decision was made to pursue jazz studies at the conservatory. 

For most semi-elites formal jazz tuition started later. They 

dedicated themselves to intensive deliberate practice after the 

decision was made to attend the conservatory.  

Deliberate practice, play, and work proliferated from the 

moment the musicians entered the conservatory. However, 

findings on learning during conservatory training revealed 

group differences in intensity and type of individual and group 

practice. Elites explicitly mentioned the importance of 

extensive deliberate practice (‘woodshedding’) to create a 

knowledge base, necessary to play with others. For them 

‘playing together’ was regarded a core constituent of learning 

how to improvise. They emphasized the significance of 

attending jam sessions, not only to learn group performance 

skills, but also to learn how to network. Elites adhered to the 

idea that a strong professional network affords opportunities for 

learning and work. While improvisational learning activities of 

the semi-elites mainly focused on learning the prevailing 

musical idiom (e.g., bebop), the elite musicians expanded 

‘idiomatic learning’ towards the development of a personal 

voice. To pursue this goal, elites even initiated learning 

activities outside the conservatory curriculum.  They continued 

their quest for a personal sound in the final developmental stage, 

which can be traced back to the (artistic boundary-crossing) 

compositional and improvisational activities put forward in the 

interviews. At all stages and for both groups environmental 

support for learning and development was high. Especially the 

elite received abundant support and positive feedback on 

improvisational expertise development by peers, parents, 

teachers, colleagues, and the field. This support helped them to 

persevere in improvisational learning and to scrape a living as a 

professional musician. 

Conclusions 

This study shows that the development of expertise in 

musical improvisation is a delicate mixture of drive and 

self-direction, individual and group practice, networking and 

opportunity seeking, and creation. Based on the activities 

mentioned by the musicians at all developmental stages it seems 

that the elites are more ‘innovative’ and the semi-elites are more 

‘adaptive’. 

Theoretically this study contributes to our knowledge about 

expertise development in professions that are not regulated by 



external rules or legislation, but in which successful 

performance is defined by audiences, colleagues, and self. 

Studying improvisational expertise also shows the importance 

of self-directedness and seeking opportunities for learning. 

Further research must show whether this is closely linked to 

interactivity and risk-taking, which are imminent to this style of 

musical performance. 
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